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Abstract: Aqueous solutions of graphene oxide (GO), TiO2 nanotubes (TNTs), and silver nanoparti-
cles (AgNPs) were synthesized through a facile, single-step radiolytic method at room temperature
and ambient pressure. The resulting material, referred to as GO-TNTs-AgNPs (GTA), was investi-
gated for its potential application in the photodegradation of Rhodamine-B (RhB) dye. This synthesis
process relies on the interaction of high-energy gamma rays from a 60Co source with the water in the
aqueous solutions. The main objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of irradiation dose and
the presence of polyethylene glycol (PEG) solution on the combination within the nanocomposite
materials. The inefficiency of GTA synthesis experimentally was in agreement with the hydroxyl
radical (HO•) scavenger. Then, the irradiated materials were structurally characterized using various
spectroscopic methods (Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spec-
troscopy, and ultraviolet-visible absorption (UV–Vis)). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies
reveal the variable morphology of nanocomposites. GTA samples in water exhibited significantly
higher degradation efficiency on Rhodamine B dye under natural sunlight irradiation conditions.

Keywords: graphene oxide; TiO2 nanotubes; radiation; photodegradation; dye treatment

1. Introduction

Water contamination primarily resulting from organic dyes (emanating from the
dyeing, printing, food, textile, and leather industries) is garnering increasing concern.
Numerous dye variants are recognized as carcinogens and cannot undergo decomposi-
tion [1,2]. As a result, the development of advanced nanocomposite materials for effective
dye removal is an actively examined subject. Recently, treatment technologies have been
developed to address water and sewage pollutants, and photocatalysts have been ex-
tensively investigated due to their purity, recyclability, environmental friendliness, and
high efficiency.

Composite materials with environment treatment properties synthesized from ad-
vanced materials on the basis of carbon have recently garnered significant attention.
Graphene oxide (GO) exhibits numerous oxygenated groups, including hydroxyl (–OH),
epoxy (–O–), carbonyl (–C=O), and carboxyl (–COOH) groups, dispersed throughout the
basal planes [3]. These functional groups enhance GO’s reaction ability, interlayer dis-
tance, conductivity, thermal conductivity, and hydrophilic effect compared to graphite
and graphene. As reported by Xiaoman Lei et al., GO is commonly used as a substrate
for binding nanoparticles [4]. GO and TiO2 nanotube nanocomposites were synthesized
using a one-step hydrothermal method, resulting in a 97% degradation of methylene blue
dye under UV irradiation. GO enhances light absorption and photocatalytic activity by
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mitigating charge recombination when functioning as an electronic transmission cata-
lyst [5]. Furthermore, according to Kumari et al., a combination of silver nanoparticles
and GO was successfully achieved using an ultrasonic method combined with heating
at 400 ◦C and rapid cooling to −20 ◦C. The results demonstrate that this nanocomposite
exhibits reversible properties. Notably, GO has emerged in recent years as an advanced
substance for wastewater treatment due to its cost-effectiveness in production, expansive
surface area, and effective interaction with various anionic, cationic, or neutral dyes in
aqueous environments [6].

Recently, the photocatalytic degradation surpassed the conventional methods in water
treatment; therefore, the TiO2-GO composite attracted enormous interest from several
researchers. TiO2 nanotubes, derived from TiO2 nanoparticles in the anatase phase, possess
compact structures and exhibit a specific surface area five times greater than that of their
precursors [7]. They demonstrate excellent photocatalytic effects and are well-suited for
materials requiring efficient dye processing. The electrochemical process occurs directly
on the titanium surface, creating numerous active sites that enhance electron transmission
intensity [8]. However, the band gap of TNTs is 3.17 eV, which has led to the incorporation
of nanoparticles in many studies to enhance the photocatalytic activity for dye decompo-
sition [9,10]. These nanoparticles enable the absorption of low-energy photons, thereby
generating additional electron–hole pairs within the TNT bandgap [11].

Among the TNTs combined nanoparticles, silver nanoparticles are renowned for their
exceptional and multifaceted physical, chemical, and biochemical characteristics, including
antibacterial properties, optical attributes, high electrical conductivity, and catalytic activity.
The incorporation and arrangement of AgNPs alongside carbon-based materials (such
as carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide, and graphene) as well as TNTs establish a robust
connection between these two materials, rendering them highly applicable in the field
of photochemistry [12,13].

Diverse available processes for the synthesis of the TiO2-GO nanocomposite, Ag/TiO2
nanocomposite Ag-rGO-TiO2 have already been investigated, though mainly through
thermal and chemical methods [14–16]. γ-ray interaction, an efficient energic source, can
lead to the ionization and excitation of molecules and atoms within the substrate through
various possible pathways, resulting in the formation of e−aq, HO•, H•, H2O2, H2, H+,
OH−, and other reactive species. Hydrated electrons (e−aq) and hydrogen atoms act
as potent reducing agents while the hydroxyl radical (HO•) functions as an oxidizing
agent [17]. The benefits of utilizing radiation involve the potential to manipulate substrates
in any physical state at ambient temperature, typically without the requirement of any
additional catalysts or other substances. The interaction of this high-energy radiation
with organic monomers and polymers triggers diverse chemical changes of increasing
significance from both scientific and technological perspectives. Cross-linking and scission
in polymer networks, attaching onto synthetic and natural polymers as well as the chemical
stimulation of organic substances through oxidation, can be induced by irradiation under
soft conditions [18]. For the metal nanoparticles synthesized, among the entities produced
by water radiolysis, e−aq and hydrogen atoms possess potent reducing capabilities that
can convert metal ions into clusters of metal with zero valence [19]. Jingye Li et al. [20]
hypothesized that the generation of reductive radicals through γ-radiolysis of solvents
is the primary mechanism responsible for the reduction of oxygen and restructuring of
GO sheets, resulting in reduced GO (rGO). The main difference between GO and rGO is
considered to be the electrical conductivity, which opens up different possible applications
for the two materials.

Based on available information, several published investigations have been conducted
on the radiation synthesis of nanocomposite materials using reactive species and stabilizers.
However, the role of radio hydrolysis reactive species particularly in the combination of
GO, TNTs, and AgNPs has not been completely appreciated. Further research is needed to
explore the multidimensional and simultaneous effects that occur during the irradiation of
the precursors. In this study, the GO-TNTs-AgNPs composites (labeled GTA) were prepared
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by employing γ-ray on a 60Co source in aqueous media whilst a radical scavenger was
utilized to establish a reducing environment for chemical reactions. The role of polyethylene
glycol (PEG) in scavenging HO• aims to elucidate the influence of γ-ray irradiation on the
synthesis of GTA in two different solvents: pure water and a PEG solution. Then, the RhB
photodegradation performance of these GTA materials was investigated in support of the
synthesis results. Rhodamine B was chosen because it is used as one of the common targets
for nanocomposite’s photodegradation properties [21–23].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Reagents

Graphite powder (99.9%) was purchased from Acros Organics (Germany); TiO2
anatase nanopowder (99.9%), nitric acid (65%), and AgNO3 (>99%) were purchased from
Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). RhB dye (98.0%) was purchased from HiMedia, Mumbai,
India. Other analytical-grade chemicals were used without further purification.

2.2. Radiation of GO-TNTs-AgNPs

Before the irradiation, TNTs were synthesized by the method of Zavala Ávila et al.
using TiO2 anatase nanopowder as a precursor [24]. The product TNTs was vacuum
dried to obtain the powder form. AgNPs were prepared from silver nitrate with an anti-
agglomeration polymer instead of poly (sodium styrene sulfonate), which is polyethylene
glycol [25]. This solution was sealed and kept in the dark for further procedures. Graphene
oxide (GO), with graphite powder as the precursor and KMnO4 as the oxidizing agent, was
synthesized using improved Hummer’s method [26]. The product, GO, was vacuum dried
for further synthesis.

Before the synthesis of GO-TNTs-AgNPs material, the separated two-component
composites, namely GO-TNTs and AgNPs-TNTs, were investigated, and the suitable
ratio for the three-component combination was 2:1:2 (w/w/w). First, GO solution (2%),
TNTs solution (1%), and AgNPs solution (2%) were prepared in water and in a 0.5 g/L
PEG solution. Then, appropriate amounts of the three solutions in two different media
were mixed separately in a 100 mL flask and sonified for 15 min. The GO-TNTs-AgNPs
2:1:2 samples were subjected to γ-ray irradiation at VINAGAMMA Center (Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam) on a 60Co source with a dose rate of 1.1 kGy/h measured by the ethanol-
chlorobenzene dosimetry system (ISO/ASTM 51538-2009). Doses varied between 5 kGy
and 15 kGy. After irradiation, the samples were stored at room temperature for 24 h before
analysis. The final samples were labeled as GTA-0-W, GTA-5-W, GTA-15-W (in Water),
GTA-0-P, GTA-5-P, and GTA-15-P (in PEG).

After undergoing irradiation with varying doses of γ-ray, all nanocomposites solutions
were acquired in the form of dark brown solutions (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Fabricated nanocomposite GTA-0-W, GTA-5-W, GTA-15-W (in Water), GTA-0-P, GTA-5-P,
and GTA-15-P (in PEG solution); before irradiation, at 5 kGy and 15 kGy.

2.3. Materials Characterization

The crystalline structure, morphology, and properties of the resulting GTAs were
characterized using X-ray diffraction, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, Raman spec-
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troscopy, ultraviolet-visible adsorption, and Scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM-S4800—
Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). FTIR spectra were collected using a MIR/NIR Frontier spectrometer
(PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) within the wavenumber range of 4000–400 cm−1, KBr
pellets were prepared with 5 mg of each GTA nanocomposite sample, and the average
scanning speed was set to 30 scans/min. UV–Vis absorption spectra were recorded using a
UV-1800 spectrometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto City, Japan) with a scanning speed of 50 nm/min
and a wavelength interval of 0.1 nm. Raman spectra were obtained with an XploraOne spec-
trometer (Horiba, Kyoto City, Japan) using a laser wavelength of 532 nm and a grating of
900 gr/mm. X-ray diffractograms were acquired using a D2 Phaser diffractometer (Bruker,
Germany) with a scanning speed of 0.026355 degree/s and Cu/Kα as the X-ray source.

Prior to assessing the photocatalytic capability of the sample, it was essential to
determine the precise content of each component (GO-TNTs-AgNPs) using the Inductively
Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) method on NexION®2000–PerkinElmer
America. All samples were weighed to 5 mg and dissolved in a heated solution of 65%
HNO3 and 10% HF, which aided in the better dissolution of TNTs.

2.4. Rhodamine B Dye Photodecomposition

First, the concentration of RhB in untreated solution ([RhBinitial]) was recorded as
shown in Figure 2. The spectrum indicated that the peak absorption of the 10 ppm RhB
solution occurred at a wavelength of 553.5 nm. This wavelength was then utilized to
construct a standard curve for RhB, encompassing five concentrations of 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10 ppm. The resulting equation for RhB was determined as y = 0.2092x + 0.0086, with
R2 = 0.99966.
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Figure 2. UV–Vis absorption spectrum of Rhodamine B and its calibration curve.

The photodecomposition of RhB dye was conducted as follows: 4 mg of each GAT
nanocomposite sample was mixed with 10 mL of a solution containing 10 ppm RhB. The
experiment was performed between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., utilizing the highest natural
UV–Vis energy available.

For initial materials (TNTs and AgNPs), the highest density value of each component
attained from ICP-MS analysis will be utilized to determine the individual amount for the
photocatalytic reaction. The amounts were calculated as follows [27]:

Weight (mg) = (p × 4)/100 (1)

where p (in %) represented the highest content of each precursor in the nanocomposite
obtained from ICP-MS analysis, and 4 denoted the weight of nanocomposite samples (in
mg) used in the photodegradation experiment.

After the photocatalysis process, the sample was passed through filter paper, and
the concentration of RhB was subsequently determined using the RhB calibration curve.
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The photocatalytic activity was assessed based on the decolorization efficiency (DE, %),
calculated using the following formula [28]:

DE(%) =

[
1 − C

C0

]
× 100 (2)

where C0 (ppm) was the initial dye concentration, and C was the dye residue concentration
after photocatalytic reaction.

3. Results
3.1. Effect of the Irradiation Dose and a Radical Scavenger on GTA Synthesis

The ultraviolet–visible (UV–Vis) spectra of GO exhibit two absorption peaks at 250 nm
and 289 nm [29] while the absorption band of TNTs ranges from 250 nm to 300 nm [24], and
AgNPs display an absorption peak at 385 nm [25]. In the two samples, GTA-0-W and GTA-
0-P, the spectra display three distinct absorption peaks corresponding to the initial materials,
with the absorption peak of AgNPs observed at 400 nm. The sample GTA-5-W exhibits three
absorption bands with a slight red shift, indicating an increase in the size of AgNPs [30].
Moreover, the broadening of the absorption bands of GO sheets and TNTs compared to their
pre-radiation states suggests the formation of Ti-O-C bonds [31]. Additionally, increasing
the irradiation dose up to 15 kGy may lead to AgNPs agglomeration, resulting in a reduced
absorption intensity and a color change of the solution from yellow–brown to dark brown,
which aligns with the findings of Wang et al. [32]. Similar trends can be observed in the
GTA-PEG sample, where the intensity of the absorption peak sharply decreases and its
shape broadens (Figure 3).
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Figure 4 shows the FTIR spectra of irradiated GO, GTA composites and their precur-
sors. The peak observed at 3400–3600 cm−1 corresponds to the hydroxyl group (–OH)
present in both PEG and GO. The peak at 2900–3150 cm−1 indicates the vibration of the
O–H bond in carboxylic acid (Table 1). The peak at 1632 cm−1 signifies the vibration of
the C=C bond and Ti-OH bond [33] while the vibrations of the C=O bond and C–C bond
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from the aromatic ring are observed at 1711 cm−1 and 1435 cm−1, respectively [34]. Upon
exposure to gamma rays, the absorption peaks changed, indicating the interactions within
the materials. Among the three compositions in GTA, the GO scaffold was the most affected
element, which was susceptibly reduced under the irradiation condition since TNTs and
AgNPs existed as nanoparticles before irradiation. The intensity as well as the position
of characteristic function groups vibration in GO moderately varied; in particular, the
transmittance of the peaks increased at 3400–3600 cm−1 (–OH), 1730 cm−1 (–C=O), and
1621 cm−1 (C=C) and decreased at 1085 cm−1 (C–O) (Figure 4b). The radio-reduction
effect on GO gradually rises with the dose; consequently, GO irradiated under 15 kGy
performed the hydrophilicity (Figure 1). Moreover, the literature and experimental results
also demonstrate that various radiation media influence the reduction of GO differently; in
this study specifically, the chemical structure of GO was significantly altered by the γ-ray
in water compared to a low-concentration PEG solution.
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Table 1. FTIR data of GTA composite.

Experimental FTIR (cm−1) Literature Vibration Mode

3640–3310 3640–3200 H bonded O–H stretch

3309–2805 3300–2500 C–H stretch in aromatic
O–H stretch carboxylic acid

1698 1760–1690 C=O stretch
1591 1600–1585 Ti–OH, C=C
1480 1500–1400 C–C stretch in ring

1272, 1035 1320–1000 C–O stretch in carboxylic acid
916 950–916 O–H bend in carboxylic acid
553 600–400 Ti–O–Ti
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In the GTA sample prepared with water as the solvent, the peak intensities at 1600 cm−1

and 1420 cm−1 are significantly reduced at a dose of 15 kGy, and the absorption region at
750–1400 cm−1 enlarges due to the GO-TNTs and Ag–O interactions during irradiation.
Additionally, a decrease in peak intensity at 1500–1700 cm−1, corresponding to the C=O
bond, indicates the bonding of AgNPs and TNTs onto the GO surface [6].

In the GTA sample prepared in the presence of PEG, the magnitude of the vibration
of the O–H group at 3400–3600 cm−1 is reduced because of the PEG radiation impact on
GO. This could be attributed to the removal of some free radicals generated by water
during PEG irradiation while the remaining free radicals interact with the surface of GO,
leading to a reduction in the hydroxyl functional group [35]. Moreover, the absorption
peak at 1750 cm−1 increases due to the C=O group formed by the oxidation of PEG by
those water radiolysis free radials. The photodegradation efficiency of the investigated
TiO2 samples is additionally validated through the alterations in the absorption peak of
hydroxyl vibration [36]. The FTIR spectra of GTA under irradiation provide a suitable basis
for elucidating the observed phenomena.

The Raman spectrum (Figure 5) aligned closely with the conclusions drawn from FTIR
and UV–Vis spectra. This spectroscopic method is an integral technique mostly used to
feature graphene based materials, particularly two fundamental vibrations, namely the D
band and G band, observed (at ~1350 and ~1600 cm−1). The D-band vibration corresponds
to disordered or defective regions caused by the presence of hydroxyl and epoxy functional
groups. On the other hand, the G band vibration arises from sp2 carbon atoms, representing
E2g phonons [37]. The Raman experimental results of GO once again confirm the strong
radio-reduction effect on GO in water medium than in PEG solution via the increase of the
ID/IG ratio in irradiated samples.

The ID/IG ratio of the GTA-5-W sample (Figure 5a) decreases compared to that of the
mixture before irradiation. This reduction may be attributed to the absence of physical
bonds between AgNPs, TNTs, and GO. However, at an irradiation dose of 15 kGy, AgNPs
become stabilized and can adhere to TNTs and GO. This leads to an enhancement of the
D band vibration, a sharp increase in the ID/IG ratio, and potentially the formation of
Ti–O–C bonds [38]. When the synthesis was conducted in a PEG solution, the reduction
of free radicals by the PEG scavenger had a great impact on the crosslinking between
the initial materials, resulting in a decrease in the ID/IG ratio. Therefore, the Raman
spectrum provides insights into the interactions among the three materials, which are more
pronounced when water is used as the solvent, as evidenced by the shifting of the D band
and G band.

In regard to the TNT component, its sole Raman spectrum (Figure 5c) indicates all char-
acteristic peaks at 144 cm−1 (Eg(1)), 197 cm−1 (Eg(2)), and 642 cm−1 (Eg(3)); 397 cm−1 (B1g(1));
and 520 cm−1 A1g, B1g(2) cm−1 [39]. However, these peaks dramatically declined when
TNTs were associated with AgNPs and GO in their mixtures as well as in nanocomposites,
suggesting the encapsulation of GO over the other two ingredients.

XRD patterns continued to support the above-mentioned spectroscopic results. The
diffractograms of mixed samples show characteristic peaks and crystalline nature of three
components, reflections attribute to GO at 2θ = 10.8◦, (001) plane; TNTs at 2θ = 25.8◦, 38.4◦,
and 48.5◦ corresponding to (101), (004), and (200) planes, respectively (Anatase: JCPDS
No. 65-5714), at 2θ = 27.3◦, (100) plane (Rutile: JCPDS No. 21-1276), at 2θ = 28.5◦, 46.5◦

as (121) and (200) planes (Brookite: JCPDS No. 29-1360); and AgNPs (at 2θ = 33.5◦, 38◦,
65◦ corresponding to (101), (111), (200) planes, respectively (JCPDS No. 65-2871)) [39,40].
For the samples prepared in water, after irradiation, the intensity of these peaks decreases.
Specifically, at 15 kGy dose, two peaks at 2θ = 38.4◦ related to TNTs and AgNPs at 2θ = 48.5◦

attributed to TNTs intensively increasing while the other diffraction peaks of the initial
materials diminished, and their baselines are also lowered (Figure 6a). These findings
indicated that the GTA composites were successfully synthesized under water irradiation
at 15 kGy and the combination of the precursors affected the crystal structures of the initial
materials, accounting for the obscurity of their diffraction planes [41].
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Apparently, X-ray diffractograms illustrate the more efficient radio synthesis of GAT
in pure water than in PEG medium. When PEG was used as the solvent, small changes
are observed, and the characteristic peaks of the starting materials could be individually
identified (Figure 6b). Nonetheless, the 15 kGy dose also manifests the productivity of
incorporating the three components.

In order to further elucidate the spectroscopic results, SEM images in Figure 7 exhibit
the interaction between GO, AgNPs, and TNTs. In the samples before irradiation and at
a 5 kGy dose (Figure 7a,b,d,e), only the GO can be clearly observed, though its surficial
morphology in the irradiated samples was modified and became smoother as a result
of the radio reduction. Remarkably, in GTA samples at 15 kGy (Figure 7c,f), the images
reveal small white aggregations and several minuscule dots, presumably indicating the
arrangement of TNTs clusters and AgNPs, enveloping the external surface of GO layers.
However, the geomorphologic structure of GTA prepared in water appeared more sharp
in comparison to GTA prepared in PEG, as a consequence of the sticking of PEG on the
composites surface.
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Figure 7. SEM images of (a) GTA-0-W, (b) GTA-5-W, (c) GTA-15-W, (d) GTA-0-P, (e) GTA-5-P,
(f) GTA-15-P, (g) GO, (h) TNTs, and (i) AgNPs.

The obtained findings regarding the assistance of gamma irradiation in the GTA
nanocomposite synthesis denote that the irradiation dose and the presence of a radical
scavenger have certain effects on the chemical interactions among GO, TNTs, and AgNPs.
The scavenging of HO• radicals results in a decrease in the presence of the oxidizing agent.
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These results suggest that the release of HO• radicals during irradiation plays a crucial
role in the attachment between GO, TNTs, and AgNPs. In the case of PEG, which acts as
a radical scavenger, the cohesion among GO, TNTs, and AgNPs is not as strong as in the
water case. As the irradiation dose increases, the signals become stronger, although the
change is not as significant as in the PEG case. This result can be explained by the impact
on the RhB photodegradation capacity of GTA prepared in water and in PEG solution.

3.2. Effect of the Irradiation Dose and a Radical Scavenger on Photodecomposition Ability of GAT

The capacity of RhB photodegradation in GTA composites supposedly relies on the
TNTs and AgNPs compositions. The proportion of TNTs and AgNPs in GTA nanocompos-
ites was calculated based on their concentrations obtained from the ICP-MS results (Table 2).

Table 2. Proportion of AgNPs and TNTs in GTA nanocomposites.

Samples Name AgNPs (%) TNTs (%)

GTA-0-W 7.73 21.25
GTA-5-W 8.49 14.75
GTA-15-W 7.50 8.00
GTA-0-P 5.28 3.75
GTA-5-P 11.74 9.50

GTA-15-P 7.08 22.95

In order to investigate the impact of γ-rays in two media on the structural changes
of GTA, their behavior of photodegradation for RhB was evaluated. The aforementioned
observations can be attributed to the fact that an augmentation in TiO2 and hydroxyl
radicals, and the structure area of crystallites can function as an impurity, diminishing
recombination and augmenting the photodecomposition efficacy.

The results in Figure 8 point out that the pre-irradiated mixtures exhibited higher dye
removal activity than the GAT at 5 kGy, and the samples at 15 kGy possessed the highest
effectiveness, notably all exceeding that of the starting material TiO2. The attained result
can be explained by the fact that before irradiation, the high potential adsorption of the GO
sheets promoted the RhB removal ability, after irradiating at 5kGy, surficial function groups
on GO were modified, resulting in a slight DE decrease. The great improvement in the
photodegradation performance of the GTA nanocomposite with a 15 kGy irradiation dose
can be attributed to the increased crystallization of the TiO2 and the affiliation of AgNPs
components, which leads to three components synergistic outcomes [42]. This explicates
that the attachment between the three precursors rather than their proportion plays the
pivotal role in the photodegradation ability of the GTA composites; as demonstrated
by the obtained experimental data shown in Table 2, the real amount of TiO2 in GTA
fabricated in PEG (GTA-15-P) was much higher than that in GTA fabricated in water (GTA-
15-W). The administered dose in this study was kept low, with the intention of effectively
amalgamating the precursors, as the GO was reduced by gamma-ray irradiation to the
rGO for 35.3 kGy [20]. Additionally, the radiation media also influences the interaction
among GO, TNTs, and AgNPs, which clarifies the highest photodecomposition activity
exhibited by GTA-15-W. In water medium, the oxidative HO• can influence both TNTs and
AgNPs; in addition, the chemical modifications occurring on the surface of TNTs due to
ion, electron, and neutral species of gamma-irradiation led to an augmentation of Ti and
hydroxyl radical, thereby promoting the progress of photocatalytic performance [43]. This
interpretation is supported by the photodegradation effectiveness of samples in water. In
the presence of a radical scavenger during irradiation, the removal of the oxidative agent
(HO•) by PEG creates a more favorable reducing environment provoked an ineffective
attachment between the three materials, resulting in a fall-off in the photocatalytic capacity
of the GTA nanocomposites.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of synthesizing the GTA nanocomposite,
consisting of GO, TNTs, and AgNPs, using a straightforward aqueous method employing
γ-irradiation. This technique relies on the radiolysis of water, which generates highly reac-
tive reducing and oxidizing species upon interaction with γ-rays. By employing PEG, the
oxidizing species were scavenged, creating a majorly reducing environment that unfavor-
ably influenced the interactions within the GTA nanocomposite. This synthesis approach
facilitated the attachment of TNTs and AgNPs onto the GO scaffold. Additionally, our
results revealed that the material exhibited outstanding dye-degrading activity when ex-
posed to natural sunlight as the radiation source, surpassing the performance of individual
components. This work highlights the potential of γ-irradiation as a simple method for the
production of well-dispersed nanoparticles on the aforementioned support.
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